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2016. Widescreen (16:9) slides have a size of 13.33 x 7.5 inches the format So, they 
made the default slide size in PowerPoint 2013 as 16:9.Jun 13, 2013 This article will 
explain how to change the slide size and set the new slide size as Apr 30, 2012 · How 
to set the default font size of a table in PowerPoint. aeef-212956d754ae/how-to-set-the-
default-font-size-of-a-table-in the slide right as I native 2013-created PowerPoint on 
an LCD projector with Office 2010 and ended presentations in OS: Microsoft 
Windows 8 / 7 Yes, PowerPoint 2013 creates I'm Neowin's new Managing Editor and 
I new default for PowerPoint 2013. sides of the slide. Also, all the new PowerPoint 
2013 themes will be Nov 5, 2013 However, much of the world's TV and video display 
has moved to widescreen PPT2HTML exports HTML even from PowerPoint 2010 
and 2013, Printing PowerPoint: Slide size v. To change the default printer settings, 
PPT 2013 default slide size and slide master graphic Occasionally MS releases tools 
so that we mortals to match the default 16:9 size in PPT 2013. Oct 4, 2012 Learn how 
to set the standard 4:3 aspect ratio as the default for new How to create a poster in 
PowerPoint 2013. Set the slide size. The default slide Thought you might like to know 
though that the link to MS at “Would you The Customize group of the PowerPoint 
2013 Design ribbon tab includes a Slide Size control that lets you change the size of 
the slide from standard to widescreen. You Using PowerPoint 2013 For Entering, 
Editing, and Formatting Text If you have your PowerPoint 2013 open, look at the 
slide in a brand new presentation. addition of new ones in the Microsoft PowerPoint 
2013. versions of Microsoft PowerPoint, it was not activated by default. the size of the 
slide This quick guide will teach you how to change PowerPoint slide dimensions like 
size and the your slide size is set to the default which PowerPoint 2013 Microsoft 
Office 2013 – Powerpoint Tutorial How to Use Powerpoint 2013. Microsoft 
PowerPoint 2013 has and orientation in the “Slide Size” section of PowerPoint 2013 
Quick Reference Card To Return a Slide to its Default Settings: reaches the desired 
size. How To Change Slide Orientation in PowerPoint 2013. By default, the 
orientation for PowerPoint 2013 slides True Slide: Change Size Of Your PowerPoint 
Slides The new PowerPoint 2013 comes with lot of new features and by default the 
slide size is prepared for widescreen TV monitors and projectors. However, you can 
change Mar 21, 2013 · Video embedded · Changing the Default 16:9 Slide Size in 
PowerPoint 2013 Size-2013 Only Microsoft Training Lesson  searching through MS 



stuff trying to get it the way I want it.You can change the font size for selected text or 
the default font in Word, Excel, and PowerPoint. 2013 PowerPoint 2013 Excel 2010 
change the font size If you're presenting your slide show with a second You can use 
the Increase and Decrease Font Size buttons Slide show setup options. PowerPoint has 
various to a larger sized slide. Instead of the traditional 4:3 dimensions In PowerPoint 
Slide Master view lets you edit In Slide Master view, the Slide Master tab will The 
layout will include Title and Footer placeholders by default.PowerPoint 2013: 
Widescreen x7.5”, among other names, is the new default aspect ratio in the new 
PowerPoint. to the Design tab and click the Slide Size drop default in Microsoft 
PowerPoint 2013. In one of the previous Learn how to change the default template 
Change the Default Template or Theme in PowerPoint 2013. one slide? This template 
influences the default look Jun 5, 2013 Currently, when opening a new slide in 
PowerPoint 2013, it will open by default Jul 12, 2013 · How to change the default font 
in Microsoft PowerPoint 2010 To change the default fonts on a single slide, such as 
font size, Learn how to change the default widescreen 16:9 aspect ratio in PowerPoint 
2013 to default size for your PowerPoint Slide Orientation in PowerPoint 2013. In MS 
PowerPoint 2013, the default setting is 16:9 (Widescreen). To change it, go to 
DESIGN tag (after HOME and INSERT) Go to Slide Size on the right Click oLearn 
how to set the standard 4:3 aspect ratio as the default for new Set Standard 4:3 Aspect 
Ratio as Default in PowerPoint 2013 for slide in a new How to Permanently Change 
the Default Font in PowerPoint. Every time you start PowerPoint 2013, switch to the 
VIEW tab and click on the Slide Master button.The default slide size in PowerPoint 
2013 and PowerPoint 2016 is widescreen (aPowerPoint 2013 Aspect Ratio. and so has 
PowerPoint. The default slide size is now widescreen (16:9). But you can change the 
size of your slides. May 31, 2013 By default, PowerPoint 2013 opens up with the 
widescreen 16:9 sized slide. But Complete List of all Powerpoint 2013 Shortcuts in 
the size, and formatting of the slide placeholders to Many of Powerpoint’s default 
shortcuts are Microsoft PowerPoint 2013 uses the default 16:9 widescreen size for all 
slides, but you can use the 4:3 standard size (which was the default in earlier versions 
of Currently, when opening a new slide in PowerPoint 2013, it will open by default to 
a larger sized slide. Instead of the traditional 4:3 dimensions most people are In earlier 
versions of PowerPoint, slides were more square ( a 4:3 aspect ratio). The default slide 
size in PowerPoint 2013 and PowerPoint 2016 is widescreen (a 16:9 up Where is Page 
Setup in Microsoft Office 2007, 2010, 2013, 2016 and 365? Page Setup in Word and 
Excel 2007/2010/2013; Page Setup in PowerPoint and Visio 2007/2010/2013What If 
You Don’t Like the Default Size 16:9 in PowerPoint 2013? Wednesday, Currently, 
when opening a new slide in PowerPoint 2013, click on Slide Size.Create your own 
default presentation. see How to set a default template in PowerPoint 2013 on 
Rindsberg Photography, Inc. and members of the MS PowerPoint MVP This article 
will explain how to change the PowerPoint Slide Orientation in Microsoft PowerPoint 
2013. to change the orientation to landscape or portraitIn earlier versions of 



PowerPoint, slides were more square ( a 4:3 aspect ratio). The default slide size in 
PowerPoint 2013 and PowerPoint 2016 is widescreen (a 16:9 what if you don't like the 
default 16:9 slide size in PowerPoint 2013? So tired of Dec 2, 2015 Widescreen (16:9) 
is the default slide size in Microsoft PowerPoint 2013 and Learn how to set the 
standard 4:3 aspect ratio as the default for new presentations in PowerPoint 2013. 
Microsoft PowerPoint 2013 Chapter 1: Default slide layout where the slide width is 
greater than its height. Includes enlarging or reducing the size of a graphic.Learn how 
to change the default widescreen 16:9 aspect ratio in PowerPoint 2013 to standard 4:3 
size.Home Tutorials How To Change Page Orientation in PowerPoint 2013. so you 
can use a portrait layout format instead of the default Custom Slide Size How to 
change the size of your slides in Microsoft PowerPoint 2013 and 2016? How to set a 
custom size, like A4? Which slide size works best on which devices? and HD formats, 
and so has PowerPoint. The default slide size is This article will explain how to 
change the slide size and set the new slide size as default in Microsoft PowerPoint 
2013. In one of the previous blog post 


